
Gentlemen, 
Running a Run Report Roster remotely is not without issues. 

This week as a result you are fortunate and have two Reports, not 
just the usual one. 

It has opened an opportunity to have two different points of view on 
the same event. 

How did it happen? 
Well you will know that Circumference has been homeless and living 
on the beach at Coolongatta. His mobile battery had gone flat and he 

was not answering my calls. 
However being the dedicated Hashman he saw that it was his turn on 

the Roster and hitchhiked up. 
Nasty on the other hand was more than pleased to stand in and was 

well underway before he became aware of Circumference’s great 
effort. 

Technology has been an issue in getting all this together, but here it 
is. 

Congratulations to both Scribes and please enjoy. 
 

Carefree 
Making a return next Monday 

	
	

Ball Bags run report 
 
Location- illegal logging site in Highland Park 

 
 
We arrived at the top of Armstrong Way to be greeted by Ball Bags 
sitting like a derelict in the gutter, telling us to park up here 



because there is no room at the run start. After a short walk 
downhill we arrived at the house of the son of Ball Bags and met 
the family including Mrs Bags. 
 
The run was introduced as being up the hill (you just came down) 
runners turn left and walkers turn right. Trail is in chalk and pink 
ribbon. It was interesting that the pink ribbon looked exactly the 
same as the ribbon surveyors use to mark out block boundaries, 
just like the one below with Survey pegs and no ribbon. 
 
So the pack went to the top of the hill and the runners went left and 
the walkers right. So far so good 
 
After about 100m Swollen Collen who was with the walkers so he 
did not spill his beer, declared that he was going to head back 
because his VB was almost empty. At that moment Cumsmoke 
who has just extinguished his cigarette called On On to the right 
down an easement. Other walkers were protesting that they were 
On because they had an arrow. Cum Smoke said “l’ll take your one 
arrow and raise you 2 arrows because I have 3 and I’m going this 
way.” Sure enough the easement lead to pink ribbons and Cum 
Smoke Nasty and Swollen were comfortable they were on trail. 
After seeing a kangaroo drop a condom on the trail Swollen 
commented, “so that’s how they control the wildlife population 
here” 

 
 
Shortly after we arrived at the base of the illegal logging site and 
ascended through the ground cover towards the house. Ball Bags 
appeared on the balcony “yelling fuck off you are going backward 
on the runners trail” or something like that. Despite the 
encouragement we found our way back to the bucket after a brisk 



0.6klm walk. 

 

 
 
The outsourcing was in full swing, with son Paul at the Hash BBQ 
and his wife and Mrs Baggs buttering bread and tending the hot 
pots with a glass of wine in hand. 

 



 
 
At 6.58pm Ball Bags put our the snacks of sweet potato and vegan 
bacon and said “oh no they should be back by now, they go up a 
big big hill, they go up up up and they will come back crying”. At 
7.09 all the bacon was gone and the first if the runners returned. 
Wonder why the food is always in front of Cum Smoke. 

 
 
At 7.14 most of the snacks were gone and the first of the walkers 
returned. At 7.29 Ball Point returned all alone and miserable, ready 
to deliver a scathing run report. 
 
Nosh was served and Mrs Bags did a great job with the apricot 
chicken, and the chicken in white wine sauce hot pots, 
accompanied by boiled potato, bread, coleslaw and spaghetti with 
a Bolognese sauce. The main was followed by fresh strawberries 
and Coffs Harbor bananas, with two ice cream flavors and pavlova 



or chocolate slices. 
 
At 8.16, using the sound of the strangled chook the GM called the 
circle and invited Ball Bags to face the feedback from the pack. 
The houses surrounding the end of the culdersac were like grand 
stands in an arena with curious neighbors looking on. 
Sir Jo said the walk was absolutely great for the first 2klm section 
downhill. At the first check things did not look so great. Slab sent 
Blacky down the hill to check for the trail and he returned reporting 
there was not trail and the walkers turned to the hill to follow the 
runners trail home. Realizing that the walkers were heading away 
from home, Slug pulled out his GPS and guided the walkers into a 
fence line which prevented any short cutting. Sir Jo said that it was 
a 55 minute 3.62 k walk and despite being on the runners trail for 
the steep hill home leg, gave it a 9/10 
 
Ball Point gave the run report and proceeded with a barrage of 
profanities until the GM asked him to keep it down and stop 
swearing. Ball Point now on his best behavior proceeded only 
using profanities every second or third word! He abused Y2K2 
Jelly for his departure from the pack and late return. Everyone on 
the run was a “clown” and could not follow a trail, and the report 
was all about Ball Point’s frustration. Surprisingly he said it was not 
as good as his run but because it had mostly bush he gave it a 
“Fucking” 7.5/10 
 
A woman from across the road, named Kerry appeared in the 
circle holding a small horn. She was a hasher from a town 450 Klm 
north of Kalgoorlie. Her Dad is a passed Hash man and he gave 
her the small Hash Horn before he died. Kerry played a note on 
the horn and donated it to our hash, saying her dad Bill would be 
so proud to see the horn back in a Hash club. 
 
Sir Cumference gave the Nosh report recognizing the cast of 
1000’s who supported the outsourced Nosh, and all 5 cooks and 
helpers had down downs 
 
GM gave a Casino Night report and awarded best dressed to 
Blackie for his western theme and special mention to Fox Trot and 
Mrs Fox Trot for their poker card printed clothing and Bling. Ball 
Point turned up as a Las Vegas Pimp. 



 
Returning Runners and visitors 
Sir Cumference 
WhoDini from Phuket Hash Thailand 
David son of BB 
 
Sir Cumference shared his tale of woe which caused the 
evacuation of his home due to construction workers not reading 
the instructions for new plastic pillar technology. He engaged the 
expertise of Hard On and Sir Prince to expose the cause of the 
problem. Apparently the plastic cavities are supposed to be filled 
with cement as well as reinforcing steel. Resident retaining wall 
expert Truck Tyres was quick to investigate the plastic block and 
agreed. 
 
Sir Prince shared that Shat will have a new scar to show us next 
week. 
Miscarriage was charged with over educating himself by attending 
course “ how to make money from real estate”. 
Sir Prince shared a story of the first John Fitzgerald Realestate 
seminar Miscarrage to him to 20 years ago on a couples ticket. 
Miscarriage give the condom to Sir Prince. 



 
 
Sir Prince also mentioned that we might be short a few hashers 
next week because Phantom was taking 5 hashers to a shooting 
gallery. 
 
GM mentioned the need to f ind a new trai ler master ...  
even if the trailer is shared. There’s an incentive of $200 towards a 
tow bar for anyone interested. 
 
GM announced that his foundation had raised $500k for Sth 
African business women and business was booming. 
 
After a groan response to Ball Bags joke about Corona virus made 
in China the circle was closed at 8.53 
	

And now… 



 
Circumference 

 
Any hasher who regularly unloads on fellow hashers with machine 
gun like verbal criticism of their runs/walks leaves themselves open 
to payback bigtime when it comes time fort their turn to be judged on 
a Monday night. So the hare, Ball Bags, knowing his event was on a 
hiding to nothing had to basically set the run of the year and have it 
judged as a penthouse or otherwise it would considered to be an 
outhouse. Highland Park was the venue and hashers knew after that 
the run off from the recent big wet , it could turn the event into a 
shiggy mess in the local parks or be a mountain goat trek up and 
down the hilly neighbourhood. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MEDIA WATCH 
 
From  the Chatroom section of the GC Bulletin, on New Year's Day - 
 
So a transgender man gave birth to his non-binary partner's baby 
using sperm donated by a transgender woman. No matter how many 
times I read that I can't get my head around it.  (Sent in by 
CONFUSED of Broadbeach). 
 
And to think that our Truck Tyres had trouble getting his head around 
what all the letters in the LGBTIQ acronym stood for.  
 
From the Courier Mail, on the day after Australia Day - 
 
The only thing I've learnt this Australia Day is that a lot of my mates 
are shit at cricket. ( A Tweet from someone who goes by the name of 
The Grade Cricketer) 
 
From the Courier Mail last Saturday. 
 
Congratulations to the Kansas City chiefs on a great game(NFL), you 



represented the Great State of Kansas and in fact, the entire USA, so 
very well. 
 
Unfortunately in this Tweet from President Donald Trump, Kansas 
City is in the State of Missouri, not Kansas. It seems the President 
had no problems with locating Ukraine but struggles with his USA 
geography.    
 
It was good to see the World Health Organization doing a rethink and 
renaming the current world wide virus, instead of using  previously 
the names of longtime favourite 
beverages like SARS and CORANA. No doubt the manufacturers of 
those beverages are very relieved as well.  
 
Finally , just on that note, hashers should be careful when opening an 
e mail circulating from Chinese hashers, who are trying to off load 
cheap registrations for Inter Hash 2020 in Trinidad , as it may contain 
a virus. 
 
On On 
Circumference 
 
 
 


